Isaac Newton Trust: triennial review 2019
Leverhulme Early Career Fellowships

Total number of LECFs match-funded by INT over 13 cohorts = 144

Total INT commitment over 13 cohorts = £9.7m
Leverhulme ECF: results of the national competition 2019

Source data: [https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/listings?field_grant_scheme_target_id=3](https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/listings?field_grant_scheme_target_id=3)

**SCIENCE LECFs by University 2019**
- total awards = 38; Cambridge share of UK awards = 32%

**HUMANITIES LECFs by University 2019**
- total awards = 63; Cambridge share of UK awards = 11%

**SOCIAL SCIENCES LECFs by University 2019**
- total awards = 37; Cambridge share of UK awards = 8%